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MSIV-CLOSURE ATWS MITIGATION OF SBWR
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4B will be utilized in this analysB for heat removal and
ABSTRACT

An AnticipatedTransientWithoutScram (ATWS)initiatedby shutdown of the reactor following an Amioipated Transient
inadvertentclosure of the MainSteam holation Valve has been WithoutScram (ATWS) initiatedby theclots of Main Steam

analyzed using the RAMONA-4B code of Brookhaven IsolationValve.
Laboratory (1994). The Simplified Boiling Water Reaetor
(SBWR)operatingin naturalcirculation is designed with many Isolationof the reactorby the MSIVcanbe initiatedby several
passive safety features. This analysis demonstrates the setpoints, including high ,team line flow, low steam line
effectiveness of the heat-removal system during an ATWS, pressure, low water level withinthe downcomerof the RPV, or

followed by shutdown of the reactorthroughinjectionof boron manualinitiationby the operator.MSIV Closure is followed by
intothe reactor core from the StandbyLiquid Control System a series of trips related to the operationand shutdown of thereactor.There aretwo MSIVson eachsteamline (one inside the
(SLCS). containmentand one outside) from the steam dome leading to

the main turbine through the turbine control valves. It takes

approximately4 seconds for full closureof these pneumaticallyINTRODUCTION
The new designof llght-waterreactorknown asthe Simplified controlled isolation valves. The closure of the MSIVs result in

Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) is a unique combination of a pressure rise within the RPV, which leads to opening of the
several inherently safe operating features. Detailed description Safety Relief Valves (SRVs) at the preset pressures. Periodic
of the variousemergencyand non-emergencysafetyfeaturesare opening and closing of the SRVs are typical of MSIV closure
available in the SSAR (General Electric,1992). The present ATWS. Regulation of pressure within the RPV can be seen

study will focus on Main Steamline Isolation Valve (MSIV) throughthe transientpressureresults.
closure ATWS events and the related safety features for safe Increasein pressurewithin the RPVdueto closureofthe main
shutdown of the reactor. The analysis tool is the vcrsatile steamline is controlled by the SRVs. Subsequentheat removal
RAMONA-4B code (BrookbavenReport, 1994), which is an from the RPV is also accomplished by the initiation of the

upgraded version of RAMONA-3B (Wulff et al., 1984), Isolation Condenser System, following 15% closure of the
modified forSBWR applications.The IsolationCondensers(IC) MSIV. These two systems in combinationgovern the system
in the SBWR are designed to remove heat passively from the pressure following the ATWS. Loss of inventory to the
Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV). The boron injection system suppressionpool throughthe SRVs is reflected in the collapsed

coupled to the Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) is a liquid level within the vessel. However, increase in system
backup system available to the reactor in ease of failure of the pressure, following MSIV closure, causes st core-wide void
AlternateRodInsertion(ARI) andthe F'meMotionControlRod collapse. Became of negativevoid reactivityfeedback, the void

(FMCRD) system.TheICandtheSLCS systemofRAMONA- collapseleadstoanincreaseinthethermalpowerofthereactor.
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The SLCSb activatedfollowinglossof inventory(downcomer thebeginning.The emptytube, arethenavailablefor internal
w_terlevelreachingLevel2)or highRPV preJsure(7.76MPa) condensation.Steamentersthe los direcUyfromstub tubes
sustainedfor a period of IS0 seconds. This results in • rapid connectedto the steam dome. Condensationof steam from the
shutdown of the reactor due to high-pressure injection of reactorcontinueswithin the tubes while the temperatureof the
concentratedboronsolution. Reduetlonof the reactorpower and pool water increases, resulting in nucleate pool boiling on the
shutdownof thereactorwithin 300secon&fromthe initiation tubeoutersurface.,.Continuouscondensationof steamwithin
of the transienthas been demonstrated in this study. The peak the Ics helps in m•intaining • reducedpressurein the RPV.
cladding temperatureand maximum fuel temperatureare found In the RAMONA-4B code, the IC is modeled as a single
to remain less than 1200"C duringthe entire transient, control volume with variable cross sections due to the upper

header, lower header, and multiple vertical tubes. Steam
enteringthrough the upperheaderis condensed andreturnedby

I_AMONA.4B Code gravity-inducedflow to the I_V. Transient mass and energy
In the RAMONA-4Bcode, individualcomponents of a BWR balance equationsare used to solve for pressure and enthalpy

and SBWR have been modeled. The core model includes 3D withinthe IC, while the momentumchange in the ICis assumed
neutronieabased on one- and half-group diffusion theory. Six to be negligible. Steam inflow and condensateoutflow from the
delayed-neutrongroups are used in the neutronics calculation. IC are determinedfrom quasi-steady-statemomentumbalances
The void, moderator temperature, and Doppler reactivity appliedto the inlet steam line and the condensate return fine.
feedbacks on core power generation are used to couple the Influence of the isolation condensen on • BWR's system
neutronics to the core thermal hydraulics. In the natural- pressureregulationhas been demonstratedearlier [Khanet al.,
circulation system, the neutronics feedback feature is (1993)]. The cycling frequency (opening at the high-preasure
exceptionallyuseful, since the core flow rate is stronglycoupled as•pointand closing at the low-pressure set_int) of the SRVs,
to the core thermal power. A two-phase drift-flux model for is foundto reducewith the usage of the Its. Similarinfluence
nonequih'brium,nonhomogoneousflowthroughparallelchannels on the SBWR system is expected to occur.
is used to solve twophasic mass balanceequations with mixture
momentumandenergy balanceequations. A schematic diagram Standby LIqukl Control System
of the etlculationdmodel used in RAMONA-4B is presentedin The StandbyLiquidControlSystem (SLC$) is • safety-related
Figure 1. system designed for manual or automatic initiation of boron

A detailed dczcriptinnof the governing equations and the ii_ection into the RPV. This system comprisesthe following:
constitutive relations are given in (Wulff et al., 1984,
BrooldutvenReport,1994). A deseriptionof the core neutroniea (1) High-pressure aoeumulator containing eonomtratod
modeling and governingequationsof thermal hydraulics isalto boron solution,
presentedthere. The models implementedinto RAMONA-4B, (2) Injec_n llne with controlvalves,
teleran•to theMSlV elosureATWS eventof•he SBWRdesign, O) Control System coupled to the reactoroperating Kt
are the IsolationCondenserSystem, local boron transport,and points.
the StandbyLiquidControl System. Modeling assumptions and (4) Cover-gas pressure-reguhtionsystem.
other detailsof the IC system have alreadybeen reported[4].
Therefore, • brief descriptionof the IC will be provided here. In the RAMONA-4B code, the SLCS system has been

The SLCS model is usedto determine the flow rate of sodium modeled based on the geometr_ and operating r@ecifications
pent•borate solution for injection into the RPV. The boron given in the SSAR for SBWR of General Electric (1992). The
transpor_ problem is solved through a local boron mass control logic for activation of the system has also been
conservationequationwithinthe RPV. A detaileddescriptionof implementedwithin theguideline•. The SLCS systemof SBWR
the SLCS model will also be presentedhere. is the source of a high concentration (12.59t) of sodium

pent•borate solution available for hot or cold shutdownof the
Isolation-Condenser System reactorin case of failure of the normalcontrol-rodsystem.

The isolation condensers (]ca) are designed to remove heat A schematicdiagramof the processes in the SLCS system is
passively after the reactor is isolated and normal heat-rejection presented in Figure 2. The SLSC accumulatortank is modeled
optionsare not available.Ics are heatexchangersused to release as • single control volume with pipe line for liquid draining.
heatto largecompartmentalizedtankscalled the PCCS/ICpools. High-pressure injection of boron solutioninto the bypass region
Make-upwater to the pool ensures that the tubes are always of•he core isalso modeled. BorontransportthroughouttboRPV
covered and a constantlevel of water is maintained in the pooL is accomplishedby solving the boron mass balance equationin
The Ics are initiatedautomaticallyby any one of the following each hydraulicchannel.
threeevents:

SLCS Modeline Assumetions:._
1. 15_ closure of the MSIV, 1. The accumulatortank of the SLCS is modeled as •
2. Highpressurewithin the RPV, singlecontrol volume.
3. Low level (Level 2) within the RPV. 2. Thecover gas expendspolytropicallyduringdraining.

3. The liquid is incompressibleand the flow within the
The Ics •re activated by opening of the motor-operated pipe is fully developed.

condensate returnvalves. The liquid within the tubes drains at 4. The fluid properties are averaged within each IAme



across th©intcrface.

5, There is no re£dllngduring the period of draining. Re = Pc D VL . (4)
6. The system is at a thermal equilibrium. PL
7. The controllogic is fixed duringa transient.

The accumulatortankis connected to the RPV through valves
and controllogic basedon system operation sctpointa.Actuation Polytropk expansion of cover gas
of theSLCS system is thereforeintegrated to the I_?Voperating Nitrogencover gas is maintainedat a high pressurePl, which
conditions, and the pressurcat thc liquid returnport is used as is a uscr-specificd quantity. Liquid draining from the control
the boundaryconditionto the transientsolution of flow. volume is accompaniedby expansionof the cover gas duringthe

Momentumbalancebetweentank andRPV returnport isgiven periodof a transient. Polytropic expansion of this cover gas is
by : as follows:

dPi nP, VLA (5)IB _ ..... I)

dt a_ t

• "1(P'-PsLOL .g(L,.,))
where n is the coefficient of expansionof the cover gas, andthe

_ --1 0.5 Vt_ * (I +kc) vO/(Vo+Vt,),viand A reprejenttotal volume of the tankandtheL
pipe flow area, respectively.

The rawof change of the void fractionwithin the tankis given
by,

d. VLx- __. = _ , (@
where VL , Pl, and P3 representvelocity ofboron solution at {it et
the entranceto the RPV, cover-gas pressure, and RPV retum-
port pressure, respectively.

which is used to track the level within the accumulator.

Constitutive Relations Liquid flow rate to RPV
The wall friction coefficient Ct in Equation 1 is obtained u The liquid velocity and gas pressure are obtained from the

follows, simultaneoussolutionof the coupleddifferentialP..quatiomI and
For lamhtar flow: 5. Liquidflow rateto the RPV is calculated from

• ',. - AV, oi., fT)
16 (2)

Cf=_ ; Re<2500 .

9¢s - co WL , (s)

where CB = Boronconcentration
#L = Liquid density = ,o(Pz) G,
G, = Specific Gravity

For turbulent flow:

Control Logk of SLCS Operation

Ct = ._0.07.__99 The control logic of SLCS actuation in the SBWR has been
Re°_ ; Re • 2500 , (3) implementedintoRAMONA-4B.The timedelay associatedwith

the signal transmission, valve actuation, and others are user-
specifiedinputs. FortheSBWR design, ATWS-relatedactuation

where the Reynolds numberis defined as, of the $LCS is as follow:
Automatic power range monitor not downscale (>6%) and

either of the following persists for 180 seconds;
(I) Pdo_, > 7.76 Mpa
(2) Level < Level 2 (14.423m above RPV base)

o,



MPa, thesignalfor Isolation-Condenseractivationis initiated,
whichhasa signaltransmissiondelaytimeof I second,andthe

TRANSIENT PROBLEM DESCRIPTION liquid return line valve opening time of 0.5 seconds. At a
pressureof 7.76 MPa, (with a power not less than 6_ of

RAMONA-4B code has been used to predict MSIV Closure normal), the signal for SLC$ is activatedwitha delay period of
ATWS of the SBWR using the following system operating 150 seconds. The signal transmissiondelay time is assumed to
conditions and boundaryconditions, be 0.$ seconds, with a valve opening time of I second.

The Safety Relief Valves in the two banks are opened at
System Overatine Conditions: pressuresof 8.72 and 8.858 MPs. With the opening of all the
Pressure: 7.205 MPa $RVs, the system pressure reducesrapidlyuntil70 seconds into
Rated power: 2000 MW the transient.Reductionbelow theSRVclosing setpointof 8.513
Pecdwater Flow Rate: 1080kg/s MPa causes the fast bank of SRVs to close. Since the reactor
Core flow rate: 7560 kgls power is still high, steamgenerationcauses the pressure to
Core inlet subcooling 9.125 *C again. The cyclic operationof thisbankof $RVs is evidentfrom

$5 to 150 seconds into the transient,during which period the
MSIV ClgsureATWS BoundaryConditions: low-pressureSRV bank remains open. This can be referredto
(1) Manual closure of MSIV within 4.5 seconds, as the fast phase of the transient. Since the RPV pressure

beginning at time t : 0. remains below 8.858 Mpa, the high-pressureSRVs remain
(2) Feedwater flow coastdown within 20 seconds, clo_:'dduring the following part of the transient. The pressure

beginningat time t : 0. variations during the second phase of the transient (t> 180
O) holation condenserautomaticallyinitiated, seconds) is solely due to the low-pressure SRVs. As shown in
(4) Alternate Rod Insertion(ARI) is assumed to have Figure 3, cyclic operation of the low-pressure $RVs are

failed, observed from 180 to 280 seconds.
(5) Fine-Motion ControlRod (I_MCRD)it assumed to The steam and feedwaterflow resultsare presented in Figure

have failed. 4. The fcodwaterwas trippedat time 0.0 second u a boundary
(6) SLC$ is available for reactorshutdownat automatio condition. Automatio initiation of the I@ has resulted in

set_ints, condenute flow into the RPV. In addition,a boundarycondition
(7) Control-RodDrive (CRD) flow available to the RPV. for Control-RodDrive (CRD) flow hat been modeled, laor the
(8) Safety Relief Valves operatingnormally. SBWR, this flow amountsto $_ of the rated feedwater flow of

reactoris found to enter around70 seconds into the tramicat
ItESULTS Condensateflow from the IC into the RPV ocoumia two

stages. The tubes of the isolation condenserare full of liquid
Inadvertent MSIV Closure ATWS duringnormal operationof the reactor.Duringthe early partof

TransientcalculationusingRAMONA-4Bcode wasperformed the transient, within 30 seconds, the liquid from the IC tubes
to predictthe performanc.eof the SBWR following a closure of and part of the return line drain into the reactor in the
the MSIV. Automaticclosure of thisvalve can be due to several downcomerregion. However, after the initial draining period,
abnormaloperatingconditions, which include low level within this flow rate is equal to the rate of steam condensation in the
the RPV, high steam flow rate, or low pressure. In addition, IC.
manual initiationof the MSW can also be made. The sequence Since the MSW is closed, the steam flow rate in Figure 4
of events following the closure due to any of these events are representsthe flow throughthe $RVs to the suppr_sion pool.
qualitatively similar in tim,:. In this analysis, a manual closure During the fast phase of the transient (between 50 and 150
of the MSIV was initiatedat time 0.0 second. The feedwater seconds), the steam flow rateequals to the sum of the two SRV
flow was tripped simultaneously,which oomp_etedwithin 20 banks. In the second phase, a lower flow rate from the low-
seconds. Closure of the MSW was followed by automatic pressureSRVbank is evident in Figure 4. According to Figure
initiationof isohtion condensenand the transientwas ended by 5, with the feedwater trip, the liquid level in the RPV drops
boron injection into the bypass region of the core from the rapidlyin the early partof the transientuntil 180 seconds.
standbyliquid control system. The increase in pressure is accompanied by a core-wide

In order to perform the calculation with reasonable collapse of voids duringthe first20 seconds of the transient,as
computationalefforts, one quarterof the core was simulated shown in Figure 6. Since RAMONA-4B accounts for void
with $BWR cross sectionsat the beginningof equilibriumcycle, reactivity feedback,the reducedvoid fraction is accompaniedby
Symmetry of the reactorcore allows us to use this configuration a positive reactivity insertion. Consequently, the fission power
without any loss of information. A total of 183 neutronio increasesto a peak value at 2 seconds, as shown in Figure 7.
channels and 183 thermal-hydraulicchannels were considered Thermal power is foundto reachits peak value at 20 secondsas
with 18 axial nodes in the core. Pive uniformly distributed well. Alter the initialcollapse ofthe void fraction, reductionin
spacers are located along the axial heightof the core. Figure 3 the RPV pressure is accompanied by the increase in void
shows tho transient pressure response during the ATW$. fraotionfrom37.5_t to 47,5_. The mesnvoid fractionrcmains
Because of the closure of the MSIV, the pressure rises rapidly in thishighervalue duringthe timeperiod of 70 to 170 seconds.
from 7.2 MPa to 9.2 MPa within 25 seconds. This rise in
pressure causes several tripsto activate. At a pressureof 7.447 The $LCS system is designed as an additional backup for



reactorshutdownin cameof a faUumof the nomudSCRAM Condenter- UsingRAMONA4B Code', HTD Vol. 245/NE-
systemduringan off-normaloperation.The teeumulatertank Vol. 11, ASME NationalHeatTransferMeeting,Atlanta.
is charged by a nitrogen cover gas to be maintained at a
pro,sure of 14.78 Mpa. The flow rate of sodium pentaborate Wulff, W., Cheng, H.$., Diamond, D.J., and Khatib-Rahbar,
solution into the P.PV decreases the pressure in the tank, while M., 1984, "A Description and Assessment of RAMONA-3B
the power reaches the decay-hcat level. After reaching the MOD.0 CYCLE4: A ComputerCode with Three-Dimensional
setpoint pressure of 7.76 MPa in the RPV, the SLCS was NeutronKinetics for BWR System Transients," NUREO/CR-
initiatedwith a delay time of 150 seconds. The fissionpower in 3664.
Figure 7 is seen to dropoff from 60% to 10% as a consequence
of boroniz_jectlonfollowing thisperiod. High-pressureinjection Nomenclature
of highly concentratedboron into the bypass region therefore A - Returnpipe area
effectively shutsdown the reactorwithin the next 150 seconds Cf - Wall friction coefficient
as shownin Figure 7.The second phaseof the transientconsists ku " Line loss coefficient
of the boron-injectionperiod and consequent shut down of the O_ =' Solution density
reactor.The vapor generation rate drops during this period, L" -- Total pipe length
causinga core void-fraction reductionfrom45_ to 35_. Strong Ll ,, Liquid level in tank
couplingbetween the flow and power in the natural-clrculation L2 = Height of returnpipe
system of the SBWR has resulted in the reductionof core inlet Pt == Cover-gas pressure
mass flow rate duringthe entire transientas shown in Figure 8. P3 = RPV returnport pressure
This reductionof the core inlet flow rate is accompanied by Pw = Perimeter of the pipe wail
flow reversal in the hydraulicchannelsand the bypasschannel. VL = Velocity of Liquid at RPV inlet
Since highly enriched sodium pentaborate solution has been
injected into the bypass channel, boron transportto the core
region is aided by the flow reversal. The pathtraversedby the
concentratedboronsolution from the injectionpoints to the fuel
region is thereby minimized.

©losureATWS event. Analysbusingthe RAMONA4B code _ _ _ ._._ •
show= that, after the closure of the main steam line, system .g _ .-_._ _ _ "_

•., °-Q " _ _ .r=_pressure increase is accompanied by core-wide void collapse. _ "=_.._ _.'_ _._- .-

Void reactivity feedback causes a correq_nding increase in _ _ _ :.._ ._ _fission power and subsequentvapor generation. The isolation o _, _ .. _0o
conder_erain co_juncfionwith the SRVs regulatethe system = = = _ .= _, - _. ,_
pressure by removing heat from the RPV to the IC pool and _ _ _ _ _, '_ ': _ _,
suppressionpool, _tively. The cyclic operationof the SRVs .= = _ .=-,=- 0_ . "
is followed by injectionof concentratedboron solution into the _ _ _ _ .=. , _ _

_, O O
RFV from the sta_3o'byliquid control system. Shutdownof the _ = _. o = _ _ _ ..,
reactor within 300 seconds of the transient is predicted by _ o _ = _ ,. o > o

RAMONA-4Bcalculations, o _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ o
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